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Excellent talk, Dylan!
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Dylan Small’s talk is based on a beautiful paper
(Karmakar & Small, 2018) connecting to great scientists

Fisher Cochran Popper

with some German from Popper: “Grad der Bewährung”
translated by Popper to “degree of corroboration” (correcting
the inattentive first translation “degree of confirmation”)

the broader context of the talk:
Dylan Small is very careful about the process of collecting
evidence – rather than quickly claiming confirmatory results...
; much desired for improving “data-driven science”



(Slightly) more technical

Setting up a multi-phase elaborate theory
– and the issue of ordering

An elaborate theory is a set of ordered statistical tests
methodological trick: near independence of evidence factors! Cute!
Is there a “recipe” to set-up an elaborate theory?

Or is this “the art of statistical science”?
Does the ordering of the tests matter?



The problem with hidden confounding
addressed by elegant sensitivity analysis with freq. err. control!
general nice idea of sensitivity analysis (cf. Rosenbaum 1987, 2002)
perhaps more realistic than trying to perform “full
deconfounding” (Wang & Blei; Cevid, PB & Meinshausen; Shah, Frot, Thanei & Meinshausen; ...)

but, obviously, relying on some assumptions:
here binary treatment: linear logistic treatment assign. model
How about continuous treatments?
; many more models and model misspec. (for sensitivity analysis)



Robustness against confounding
under no hidden confounding, Fisher’s or truncated product
aggregation are Bahadur slope optimal

again, under the assumed treatment assignment model

in practice: How much confounding (Γ-value) do we allow for?



Multiple testing
a clever combination of frequentist multiple testing adjustment
for partial conjunction hypotheses (cf. Benjamini and Heller, 2008)

the number of tests is small
Is the choice of the adjustment method important? Especially
when protecing against strong confounding (large Γ value)?


